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La Terrasse - Nathalie Yokel (February 2012)

“Square Root is the solo that revealed [Anne Nguyen] to the public: a young woman who is a
mathematician as much as a dancer, an author of texts as well as of choreographies finely knitted
from very technical hip-hop movements.”
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Télérama Sortir – Rosita Boisseau (June 1st, 2011 & February 1st, 2012)

“[Anne Nguyen] lays a geometrical game on
the empty stage, exposing the principle of hiphop: how can the original circle of hip-hop be
transposed into a square, and how can a vital
substance be extracted from it? There the result
is, always sharp and compelling, like the artist’s
reflection, intent on releasing hip-hop from its
clichés. "
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El Pais – Roger Salas (October 25th, 2009)

“The Far East dominates the Canaries Festival”

“(…) The best-deserved individual prize went to a Vietnamese-French woman: Anne Nguyen from
Charenton Le Pont. Her piece entitled Square Root borders on brilliance, taking elements from
breakdance and elevating them to a sophisticated, superior aesthetic plane. Accompanied by a serial
piece for the cello, the choreographer puts to music her fluent and beautiful movements and endows
them with a monologue of a dark, pulsing density.
It is clear how the influence of hip-hop and codes taken from the world of breakdancing are now firmly
ingrained in so-called contemporary classical dancing. Early tangential contamination gave way to
exhibition material using vocabulary that is directly affected by this display of floor work and
horizontality (or inverted verticality: head upside down). But the Asians glaze all this over with an
arithmetic precision that is neither cold nor strictly technological, although the outcome contrasts with
other types of vivacity, such as those offered by the creators of styles originated from the
Mediterranean basin.
(…) The International Contemporary Dance Festival of the Canary Islands is the only one in Spain that
features a program specifically dedicated to « dance solos » as creations in themselves. Which has
made it popular throughout Europe and even beyond, hence the very high level of the artists entering
the contest.”
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Partners
Coproduction: Initiatives d’Artistes en Danses Urbaines (Fondation de France - Parc de la Villette
(Paris) - Fonds Social Européen); Centre National de la Danse - Pantin, for the Festival Danse Hip Hop
Tanz; ADDM 22.
Project support: Ville de Charenton-le-Pont.
With the partnership of: Initiatives d’Artistes en Danses Urbaines (Fondation de France - Parc de la
Villette (Paris) - Fonds Social Européen); Centre National de la Danse - Pantin; IDEE (Initiatives for
Dance through European Exchange), supported by Culture 2000 - European Union.
The par Terre Dance Company is funded by l'Aide pluriannuelle du Ministère de la Culture / DRAC
Ile-de-France, l’Aide de la Région Ile-de-France for « Permanence Artistique et Culturelle » and l'aide
au fonctionnement du Département du Val-de-Marne.
Anne Nguyen has been awarded the 2013 Nouveau Talent Chorégraphie SACD prize.
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